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Primex Color, Compounding & Additives (PCC&A) is a leading manufacturer of polyester colors and performance additive packages for all your needs, including pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and food contact applications.

Colorants
PCC&A produces a variety of polyester color concentrate packages with specific appearance or light transmission properties to meet your customers’ needs. Whether your package provides market appeal, or protects pharmaceuticals, beverages, or other household products our polyester formulations add consistent color attributes as well as protect the contents.

Additive Packages
PCC&A manufactures a number of custom additive masterbatches designed to improve process ability or functionality of polyester. PCC&A can customize this functionality by combining additives to your specifications including UV protection, slip, surface modifications and other enhancements. Our polyester additives masterbatches provide processing performance improvements, in a cost-efficient manner.

Product Development & Manufacturing
PCC&A provides testing and product development services to our customers through our John J. Farber Technology and Innovation Center, an A2LA accredited facility, and our local labs in Tennessee and New Jersey. We produce small lot samples or up to 40,000 pounds of our quality masterbatch products.

Much More
PCC&A has both the people and technology to help you maximize your success. By leveraging the total solutions of our Primex “One Company” venture, we can control the complete supply chain, from pellet to shipment and recycling. As part of the Primex family of companies, our R&D, production and sales network provides nationwide assistance to our customers as Primex continues to invest in the business. All Primex locations and facilities are ISO 9001 registered.

Primex Plastics Corporation, is one of the largest manufacturers of polyester sheet in the country, capable of production of polyester rolled or flat sheet to customer demanding specifications.

Samples are available to allow customers to trial finished sheet in their process without having to go to full-scale sheet production. PCC&A will create custom formulations to meet any FDA, color or performance requirements.